This paper presents a UAV-based optimal cropdusting method to control anomalously diffusing infestation of crops. Two anomalous diffusion models are considered, which are, respectively, time-fractional order diffusion equation and space-fractional order diffusion equation. Our problem formulation is motivated by real-time pest management by using networked unmanned cropdusters where the pest spreading is modeled as a fractional diffusion equation. We attempt to solve the optimal dynamic location of actuators by using Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations. A new simulation platform (FO-DiffMAS-2D) for measurement scheduling and controls in fractional order distributed parameter systems is also introduced in this paper. Simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed method as well as the role of fractional order in the overall control performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that diffusion model is one of the most commonly used mathematical approaches for the description of transport dynamics, and the normal diffusion equation is used to govern the corresponding process. However, it fails to describe some transport dynamics in various complex systems. In the past few decades, fractional calculus has been successfully used in science and engineering problems, and fractional diffusion equations are used to describe some particle transport process in complex dynamic systems [1] . Due to the nonlocal and hereditary properties of fractional calculus, fractional differential equations are appropriate to simulate those anomalous diffusion process in complex systems. In this paper, we study the transport dynamic behavior of pest infestation of crops. One of the main problems is to locate the diffusion source, give optimal dynamic actuator location according to the measured data from sensors, and then take action to the anomalous infestation. Many researchers focused on seeking source problem. In [2] , the authors used mobile robots to measure diffusion source with gradient climbing method. Parameter estimation algorithm [3] was also used to identify a moving diffusion source. 1 Recently, with the rapid development of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), multiple UAV are used for source seeking [4] . However, there is not enough information for controlling a diffusion process only by knowing its source. Qiang Du et al. [5] proposed Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations in coverage control, and then CVT method was extended to a diffusion and spray control [6] . Here, inspired by the properties of less time with higher efficiency while using UAV, we try to use low-cost UAVs as cropdusters/actuators to control anomalous diffusion of pest spreading.
It can be easily seen that detecting and controlling a diffusion process will be viewed as an optimal sensor/actuator location problem in a distributed parameter system. Basically, CVT algorithm provides a non-model-based method for coverage and diffusion control by using a group of robots. Therefore, people use CVT to generate some desired actuator positions.
This paper tries to solve the problem how to locate a group of UAVs to sense and control anomalous diffusion process of pest infestation. What we most concern here is the minimal impact to the soil and agriculture caused by pesticide and pest. The pest has severe negative impact on agricultural industry, but the pesticide may also have bad effect on the soil. So, the main objective for us is to deploy the UAVs and control the pest diffusion in an optimal way to minimize any negative impact on the crops and also the soil. That is to say, the pesticide should be released in such a way that the diffusion of the pest is bounded so that the heavily affected area is kept as small as possible. These all depend on how the UAVs positions are chosen, how they move and what control law is used to release the pesticide.
Motivated by real-time pest management by using unmanned cropdusters [7] and the application of CVT in optimal placement of resource [5] , we proposed a practical algorithm based on CVT to solve the problem of actuator motion planning to spray the pest. In our experiment, the pest/pollution density is given by the sensors that cover the area and form a mesh. Based on Diff-MAS2D [8] , we develop a new simulation platform FO-Diff-MAS2D for fractional diffusion system measurement and control with mobile sensors and mobile actuators. Our proposed algorithm has been implemented on FO-Diff-MAS2D. Simulation results access the effectiveness of our algorithm as well as the role of fractional order in the overall control performance changes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the models of anomalous diffusion process and the corresponding control problems are formulated. In Section III, Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations (CVT) based optimal actuator location algorithm is briefly introduced. The main features of our simulation platform FO-Diff-MAS2D for fractional diffusion system measurement and control are introduced in Section IV. In Section V, we imply simulation experiments to show the effectiveness of our proposed methods. Finally, we conclude the paper and give future research efforts in last section.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND PROBLEM

FORMULATION
In this section, we give two anomalous diffusion models to describe infestation problem. The two models are described by time fractional diffusion equation and space fractional diffusion, respectively.
Suppose that two anomalous diffusion processes evolve in a convex polytope Ω : Ω ∈ R 2 . The time domain is t ≥ 0. Let ρ(x, y) : Ω → R + represent the pest density over Ω. The corresponding dynamic process can be modeled by using the following time fractional diffusion equation
and space fractional diffusion equation below
where ρ(x, y,t) is the pest density to be controlled, k α and k β are positive constants representing the diffusion rate, f d (ρ, x, y,t) is source,ρ is the measured data of ρ from the sensors, f c (ρ, x, y,t) is the control input by mobile actuators to spray the pest, and its exact form depends on the closed-loop control law designed by the user based on certain control performance requirement. C D α 0,t ρ is Caputo fractional derivative of order α (0 < α ≤ 1) defined by [9] 
∂ |x| β and ∂ β ρ ∂ |y| β are Riesz fractional derivatives, which are, respectively defined as [9] 
here RL D β c,y , RL D β y,d are left/right Riemann-Liouville derivatives for variable y. The parameter c β in (3) and (4) is c β = 1 2 cos(β π/2) . Denote by P = (p 1 , · · · , p n ) be the location of n actuators and | · | be the Euclidean distance. Each actuator at position p i will receive information from sensors and then move and release the pesticide chemical by some control law. The objectives are:
• Control the infestation diffusion to a confined area.
• Cropdusting in a time optimal way while not making the area overdosed. • Minimize the crops area that is heavily affected. n actuators will devide Ω into a set of n polytopes V =
. In order to control the diffusion process and minimize the heavily affected area, the actuators should be close to those areas with high pest concentrations so that the pest can be killed timely and does not diffuse further. But confining all actuators very close to the pollution source is not a good strategy. To decide the positions of the actuators, we consider the minimizing of the following cost function
One can see that to minimize K , the distance |q − p i | should be small when the pest density ρ(q) is big. It is the density function ρ(q) that determines the optimal positions of the actuators. A necessary condition for K to be minimized is that
. Our algorithm is based on a discrete version of (6) and the density information comes from the measurements of the static, lowcost sensors.
III. OPTIMAL ACTUATOR ALGORITHM
In this section, we give the algorithm to compute the locations of actuators by using CVT. Analogue to [6] , [11] , [12] , [13] , we also use Lloy's method to determine CVT. The algorithm is described as follows [10] :
Give a region Ω, a density function ρ(x) defined for all x ∈Ω, and a positive integer k 1) select an initial set of k points
If the new points meet some convergence criterion, terminate; other wise, return to step 2). We assume that an actuator can communicate with the sensors and other actuators within radius R i . R i can be changed. Here we introduce a distributed algorithm from [6] with mild modification. At the first execution of step 2) in the above Lloy's algorithm, each UAV will do the following: 1) Assign its detection range R i with a small initial value, detect all its neighboring sensors with radius R i .
2) Construct its own Voronoi cell within the radius R i .
3) For every sensor q i , compute
. R i obtained at the first step will be used as the initial values for the following steps. For example, if successive 3 updates, the R i remains unchanged, then R i can be decreased, R i = R i − ∆r for some ∆r > 0. This improvement on the algorithm from [6] , [14] helps to reduce the computation requirements.
The mobile actuators are treated as virtual particles and obey the second-order dynamical equation:
The first term of (7) on the right hand side is a proportional control law used as the force input to control the motion, wherep i is the computed mass centroid of the current Voronoi cell. The second term is the viscous friction artificially introduced [15] . k v is the friction coefficient anḋ p i denotes the velocity of the actuator i.
IV. FO-DIFFMAS-2D PLATFORM
In this section, we introduce the simulation platform FO-Diff-MAS2D for fractional diffusion model system measurement and control with mobile sensors and mobile actuators.
The following two types of boundary conditions at boundary ∂ Ω can be used in the problem formulation.
• Dirichlet boundary condition
where C is a real constant.
where C 1 and C 2 are two real constants; n stands for the outward direction.
FO-Diff-MAS2D uses finite difference method to discretize the spatial derivative in (1), and fractional central difference [16] to approximate space fractional derivative in (2) 
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we consider two different fractional diffusion models to describe the anomalous diffusion infestation of crops. FO-Diff-MAS2D is used as the simulation platform for our realization. The area concerned is given by
Example I The complex transport dynamic system with control input is modelled as the following time fractional diffusion equation
with homogeneous Neumann boundary, given by
The pest source is modeled as a point disturbance f d to the fractional diffusion system (10) with its position at (0.8, 0.2) and f d (t) = 20e −t | (x=0.8,y=0.2) .
The pest source begins to move at t = 0 to the area Ω, 4 actuators which can release the pesticide are deployed with initial positions at (0.33, 0.33), (0.33, 0.66), (0.66, 0.33), (0.66, 0.66), respectively. There are 29 × 29 sensors evenly distributed in a square area (0, 1) 2 and they form a mesh over the area. In our simulation, we suppose that once deployed, the sensors remain static. Fig. 1 shows the initial positions of the actuators, the positions of the sensors and the position of the pollution source.
To check the validity of time fractional diffusion model, we give the simulation result in [6] for comparision, the results are displayed in Fig. 2 . The y axis is the sum of the sensors measurements. It is clear that the result by using time fractional diffusion model is in accordance with integer order diffusion model when order α ≈ 1.
In order to illustrate the different diffusion behavior and control effectiveness with different time fractional derivative order, we choose α = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, respectively. The Fig. 3 , but the system is divergent when α < 0.7, α = 0.7 is the minimum derivative order in equation (10) . One can see that the peak of the pollution becomes lower as α decreases. It can be deduced that the pest diffusion may be a process of subdiffusion. The objective for us is to make pollution be lower, so we α = 0.7 as the optimal time derivative order in equation (10) . First, for designing the actuator motion control law, the viscous coefficient is fixed by k v = 1, in order to obtain optimal control strategy, letting k p change from 1 to 9, as shown in Fig. 4 , k p = 6 is the best gain. Then, we give the following control inpuẗ
We choose the simulation time to t = 6s. And the step size is chosen as ∆t = 0.002s. The actuator recomputes its desired position every 0.1s. To show how the actuators can control the diffusion of the pests, the UAVs begin to react at t = 0.4s. The system evolves under the effects of diffusion of pests and diffusion of pesticide released by UAVs. In Fig. 5 , the y axis is the sum of the sensors measurements. It shows that the amount of pests decreases to 19% of its peak value at the end of the simulation. And the decreasing process is monotonic. The evolution of the amount of pests without control is also shown in Fig. 5 . we can tell that the pest infestation of crops has been well controlled. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the diffusion process with 4 actuators controlling one pest source diffusing through the region. The blue circles represent the actuator positions. The red circles resprent the desired actuator positions using CVT.
It can be seen that the pollution density is becoming lower when the actuators are approaching their desired positions. It can be concluded that the pollution has been well controlled by equation (10) with fractional diffusion equation combining actuator control law (11) . Example II The system is modelled by the following space fractional diffusion equation The pest source begins to move at t = 0 to the area Ω, 4 robots which can release the pesticide are deployed with initial positions at (0.33, 0.33), (0.33, 0.66), (0.66, 0.33), (0.66, 0.66), respectively. There are 29 × 29 sensors evenly distributed in a square area (0, 1) 2 and they form a mesh over the area. In our simulation, we assume that once deployed, the sensors remain static. Fig. 7 shows the initial positions of the robots, the positions of the sensors and the position of the source. In order to illustrate the different diffusion behavior and control effectiveness with different space fractional derivative order, we choose β = 2, 1.9, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5, respectively, and simulation time is t = 4 s. The simulation resluts are shown in Fig. 8 . From the figure, we can see that β = 1.7 is the best spatial derivative order in equation (12) to model the space fractional diffusion process. Thus, we fix β = 1.7 in (12), and use the same control law in case I, the numerical simulation result is shown in Fig. 9 . One can see that the space fractional diffusion of pest infestation is well controlled. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we consider the optimal dynamic location problem for a group of UAVs which can release pesticide chemicals, known as "mobile actuator" or "cropdusters" for neutralizing a pest diffusion process which are governed by time fractional order diffusion equation and space fractional diffusion equation. A new simulation platform has been built to prove the effectiveness of our algorithm and the problem of optimal dynamic motion of mobile actuators has been solved by CVT with better effectiveness. We also obtain the optimal value of derivative order for both time fractional order and space fractional order, when they are used to describe the corresponding anomalous diffusion process. In the future, we will extend our UAV-based optimal cropdusting problem by using fractional order control law.
APPENDIX
To verify that FO-DiffMAS-2D works better for sovling the anomalous diffusion problem, we use it to numerically solve the following two dimensional fractional diffusion equation.
Example 1 Consider the following two dimensional time fractional diffusion equation C D α 0,t u(x, y,t) = 0.01
with initial and boundary conditions u(x, y, 0) = 0, 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1,
u(0, y,t) = u(1, y,t) = 0, u(x, 0,t) = u(x, 1,t) = 0, 
where f (x, y,t) = 2t(x − x 2 )(y − y 2 ) + 0.02t 2 2 cos(β π/2) (y − y 2 )
The exact solution of above equation is u(x, y,t) = t 2 x(1 − x)y(1 − y).
Letting h x = h y = 1 20 as spatial step size, τ = 1 250 as time step length, the comparisons between numerical and exact solutions at time t = 1 with different orders β are shown in the figures in http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.2880.
From the above two examples, it is easy to see that FO-DiffMAS-2D is efficient in solving two dimensional diffusion equations.
